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Across
1 Dark, slimy stuff
covers start of lane
belonging to me (6)
4 Can't be here in this?
(8)
9 Book in pleasant spot
(6)
10 Cutting head off fool
with slick humour
(5,3)
12 Agreement with
European high flyer
(8)
13 You are heard around
certain sinner (6)
15 Love rolls back pain?
(4)
16 It winds up cats, for
example, in front of
TV (7,3)

19 Meat and potatoes for
significant number
they say, at country
house (7,3)
20 Elegant US city
missing a go (4)
23 Highly strung, losing
head, regret return of
film director (6)
25 Release of food
lacking dairy, gluten
etc (4,4)
27 A German each side of
street. Genius! (8)
28/7 Hear me describe my
accident with drag
queen in middle of
Paris (6,5)
29 False clues Nam gives
America (5,3)
30 Playful elf back to
front on clothes line
(6)

Down
1 Chocolate and cream
give most of group
dull pain (7)
2 Completely dismissed
as unfashionable (3-33)
3 President? Man goes
around, crows
endlessly (6)
5 Order of Bath for
spending in Thailand
(4)
6 Coins on road surface
but from train (8)
7 See 28 Across
8 Chaotic tax rise
terrified Romans... (7)
11 ...fascist leader in year
of our lord five
hundred mentioned as
evidence (7)
14 One in river first of
arrivals at coast (7)

17 Request presence by
specified time in Kobe,
Hereford. (2,4,3)
18 Shivering fit after start
of binge, then stutter
regularly for bread (8)
19 Would you find wet
cat in this foreign
castle? (7)
21 Male turning over in
bed leads to court (7)
22 Western lawmen
losing 2/6 reduced to
decorative strokes (6)
24 To steal endlessly will
make you feel better
(5)
26 Permit hidden by Elvis
actor (4)

